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Social and business relations knit into close intimacy
foreigners living in Egypt, and some effort of will
was required to transform in the twinkling of an eye
friendly intercourse into ruthless enmity. War had
descended so unexpectedly that Egypt was at a loss
sometimes to know how to act. The same uncertainty
doubtless prevailed elsewhere in the world, where
foreigner mixed freely with foreigner. But the situa-
tion was more embarrassing in Egypt, where circum-
stances from time to time compel all Europeans to
unite against a common foe. Under the Capitulations,
foreigners possess privileges which Egyptians do not
enjoy, and, when these vested rights are threatened, the
first will sink their individual differences and combine
in the general interest of all. It is hardly surprising
in these conditions if, in the eyes of some residents of
Egypt, the War in Europe seemed almost fratricidal.
Englishmen engaged in commerce did not wholly
share that view : but their patriotism was reinforced
by other motives. They had suffered too severely
from the acute and often unscrupulous competition
of German traders to sympathize with any of the
latter now stranded in Egypt, or to regret the mis-
fortune which had befallen them. Beyond that
negative attitude they did not proceed, and their
silence gave the impression of an honourable but
misplaced reluctance to press home the initial advan-
tage, and complete the ruin of German commerce in
Egypt. This hesitation, however creditable to their
generosity, was less so to their judgement. As private
citizens of the Empire, it was their business at this
moment to urge the Egyptian Government to ruin
every enemy trading concern in the country. The
spur was required. The Turkish Commander actually
had begun his final concentration of troops to attack
the Suez Canal before the last official of German
nationality was sent out of Egypt.
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